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Abstract

Neuropsychological and imaging studies have shown that the left supramarginal gyrus (SMG) is specifically involved in
processing spatial terms (e.g. above, left of), which locate places and objects in the world. The current fMRI study focused on
the nature and specificity of representing spatial language in the left SMG by combining behavioral and neuronal activation
data in blind and sighted individuals. Data from the blind provide an elegant way to test the supramodal representation
hypothesis, i.e. abstract codes representing spatial relations yielding no activation differences between blind and sighted.
Indeed, the left SMG was activated during spatial language processing in both blind and sighted individuals implying a
supramodal representation of spatial and other dimensional relations which does not require visual experience to develop.
However, in the absence of vision functional reorganization of the visual cortex is known to take place. An important
consideration with respect to our finding is the amount of functional reorganization during language processing in our
blind participants. Therefore, the participants also performed a verb generation task. We observed that only in the blind
occipital areas were activated during covert language generation. Additionally, in the first task there was functional
reorganization observed for processing language with a high linguistic load. As the visual cortex was not specifically active
for spatial contents in the first task, and no reorganization was observed in the SMG, the latter finding further supports the
notion that the left SMG is the main node for a supramodal representation of verbal spatial relations.
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Introduction

Spatial language is used to locate places and objects in the

world. In the human the left supramarginal gyrus (SMG) brain in

particular has been found to be crucial for processing spatial

language. Neuropsychological patients with lesions to the left

SMG show remarkable and specific difficulties in producing and

understanding spatial terms, in particular locative prepositions

such as above and to the left of [1–3]. Furthermore, a recent fMRI

study by Noordzij et al. [4] revealed higher activity in the left

SMG for spatial sentences, containing locative prepositions, than

for non-spatial sentences (see also [5,6]). This difference in activity

was present in both a verbal and a visual-spatial context. The

results by Noordzij et al. [4] could be explained by a supramodal

representation of spatial information, implying that activity in this

region exceeds information from the stimulus modality yielding

similar activation for verbal and visual-spatial contexts [7–11]

related to the spatial characteristics of the stimuli. Furthermore, a

supramodal representation maintains a link with the input

modality, which can explain behavioral differences between

different input modalities. Noordzij et al. showed that participants

responded faster when a spatial sentence was followed by a picture

than when it was followed by a sentence. The authors argued that

participants relied on an imagery strategy in the picture condition,

instead of always using a propositional representation. This finding

could be supported by a supramodal representation, which allows

for flexible comparison between verbal and visual-spatial input. An

alternative explanation could be that the left SMG activation is

related to the input format rather than the representational

format, i.e. the perceptual and verbal input that is presented

visually. This would be in line with a multimodal representation

which is linked to the perceived modality, in this case visual, and

established in modality-specific brain areas [7,11]. Visual and

spatial imagery is often confounded, which is not surprising given

that the visual modality has the highest spatial resolution [12,13].

However, we consider visual imagery and spatial imagery to be

separate processes. Visual features such as color, and brightness

are represented by visual imagery. On the other hand, spatial

imagery refers to spatial relationships between objects or parts of

an object [14]. Moreover, shape information can be deduced from

visual information, however, shape information is invariant, i.e. it

no longer depends on the observer’s point of view [15]. This

dissociation between visual and spatial imagery has been

supported by evidence from neuropsychological patients [16].

The aim of the present fMRI study was to further examine the

nature of the spatial language representation. Blind individuals
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who have never had any visual experience provide a particularly

relevant group of subjects. Without any visual experience it is not

possible to use visual information to represent a spatial description.

However, information from other input modalities could be

used to generate a spatial mental representation. Furthermore,

converging evidence has shown that blind individuals are able to

generate a spatial mental representation with analogue properties

rather than rely on a mere linguistic propositional representation

[17–20]. By including blind individuals we can dissociate between

supramodal and multimodal representations of spatial language.

In case of a supramodal representation both blind and sighted

individuals would show the same activation independently from

the sensory modality that conveys spatial information. Namely,

spatial information, available in visual and nonvisual modalities,

is represented modality-independent. In case of a multimodal

representation we would expect to find differences in neural

activation for blind and sighted individuals, since both groups

would recruit the network most suitable and available for the task.

This would mean that the blind group would recruit a tactile/

auditory network while the sighted would recruit a visual network.

In addition to distinguishing between supramodal and multimodal

representations the results from the blind participants also provide

information about the functional development of this neural

activation. If the left SMG is indeed activated by a supramodal

representation of spatial language, i.e. this area is also activated in

the blind, this demonstrates that the role of the left SMG is hard-

wired and does not require visual experience.

Research with blind and sighted individuals has shown that

there are only subtle differences in performance on several spatial

tasks [17,21,22], which suggests that there might be overlap in the

neural networks employed and that these functions also develop in

the absence of vision. Indeed, such overlap in neural networks has

been found in dorsal and ventral occipito-parietal areas [8,10,23–

25]. Yet, the literature reports both similar and different findings

on the connectivity within these networks in blind and sighted

individuals, as well as on the strategies used. In a visual and/or

tactile spatial one-back recognition task of 2D and 3D matrices

sighted and blind individuals similarly activated a fronto-parieto

network comprising bilateral posterior parietal cortex and

dorsolateral and inferior prefrontal areas. These results indicate

that visual experience is not a prerequisite for the development of

spatial working memory [8,10]. Vanlierde et al. [24] also found a

similar pattern of activation for blind and sighted participants in a

spatial imagery task of 2D matrices, involving the precuneus,

superior parietal lobule and occipital gyrus, however, participants

differed in their strategy. Sighted participants used a visual

imagery strategy, while blind participants used an X-Y coordinate

strategy [24,26]. Whereas Stilla et al. [23] also observed a similar

network for blind and sighted individuals in a tactile microspatial

discrimination task, the effective connectivity differed between the

blind and sighted. The findings by Stilla et al. can easily be

explained by a supramodal representation of spatial information.

Information derived from different modalities or different

strategies, contains spatial properties that evoke a supramodal,

modality-independent, representation yielding similar results in

blind and sighted [11,27]. At the same time, there may also exist

subtle differences, because participants partly maintain the original

traces of the input modalities, with sighted still having access to

prior visual information, while the blind only have access to

nonvisual information.

When comparing blind and sighted individuals it is important to

keep in mind that the primary visual cortex of early blind people,

who have been blind since they were at most four years old, has

received very little or no visual input, and is therefore subject to

neuroplastic changes resulting in reorganization [28–31]. As a

consequence, the primary visual cortex of early blind people may

get involved in performing non-visual tasks for which sighted

people do not show any primary visual cortex activity. For

example a wide variety of linguistic tasks have shown occipital

cortex activity in blind people, e.g. letting blind participants

read Braille [32–38]. Moreover, when Cohen et al. [39] used

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) on the visual cortex,

comprising BA 17, 18, 19, the performance of blind participants

decreased on Braille symbol identification. In contrast, sighted

participants did not decrease in their performance on embossed

Roman letter identification during TMS stimulation to the visual

cortex, also comprising BA 17, 18, 19 (see [30] for a review). The

primary visual cortex of early blind people is not only involved in

tactile reading tasks, but also in verbal word association tasks

indicating that the functionality of the reorganization goes beyond

the analysis of tactile information [40]. Covertly generating an

associated verb to a noun has been shown to elicit primary visual

cortex activation in blind participants but not in sighted

participants, supporting the functional role of this activation

accuracy was reduced during repetitive TMS [32,41]. In addition,

the reorganized primary visual cortex does not only show activity

related to language processing, but also activity related to spatial

imagery [24] and tactile discrimination [42,43] tasks. Learning to

discriminate the orientation of a letter T applied to the tongue with

a tongue display unit (TDU) resulted in significant visual cortex

activation in blind, but not in sighted individuals. In a follow-up

study TMS was used to stimulate the visual cortex before and after

training with the TDU [44]. Kupers et al. [44] found that blind

participants reported tactile sensations on the tongue. Interesting-

ly, these sensations were somatotopically organized.

The foregoing results suggest the possibility that the reorga-

nized visual cortex in the blind is also specifically suitable for

processing spatial information. In the context of our spatial

language experiment we were interested in the functional

relevance of the expected visual cortex activation in the blind.

Hamilton et al. [45] reported on a congenitally blind patient who

suffered bilateral occipital strokes. She was a profound Braille

reader, but after the stroke she was unable to discriminate tactile

information necessary for the complex spatial decoding involved

in Braille reading. The involvement of the visual cortex in spatial

discrimination was supported by a low-frequency rTMS study by

Merabet et al. [46]. They found that rTMS to the visual cortex

specifically impaired distance, but not roughness, judgments. The

hypothesized additional occipital activation in blind during the

spatial language task could follow from language processing in

general, comparable to what has been found with other language

tasks (such as the classic verb generation task), or demonstrate

specific involvement in processing language pertaining to space.

Nevertheless, the findings on the spatial language task only allow

backward inference about any expected activation in the occipital

cortex, i.e. comparing them to previous findings from other tasks.

To test to what extent the reorganization is functional and

comparable to the established body of literature on reorganiza-

tion, the same participants also performed a covert verb

generation task.

In light of the foregoing, the aim of the present study was

twofold: first, to determine whether left SMG activation is

associated with supramodal representations which develop in the

absence of visual experience; second, to investigate the possible

functional reorganization of spatial language processing in the

blind. The current task was adapted from Noordzij et al. [4] to an

auditory presentation and included different sentence types in

order to determine the specificity of the left SMG.

Spatial Language Processing in the Blind
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Materials and Methods

Participants and Ethics
Fourteen early blind and fourteen blindfolded sighted control

participants, with no neurological or motor deficits, participated

in this experiment. One early blind and one sighted control

participant were excluded from the analysis due to task

performance at chance level, resulting in two groups of thirteen

participants. There were twelve congenitally blind participants,

who have been blind since birth. One participant was born with

buphtalmus and lost his eyes in an operation at the age of four.

However, before that age he was severely visually impaired and he

has no memory of vision. The blind participants and healthy

controls were matched for sex, education, age and handedness (for

details and etiology of the blind participants see Table 1). All

participants signed an informed consent prior to the experiment,

which was approved by the Medical Ethical Board (Medische-

etische toetscomissie (METC-protocolnumber 05/186-E)).

Design & Procedure
Both tasks were presented auditorily through MR-compatible

headphones. The task was administered on a PC with Presentation

software 9.90 (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA). Prior to the

fMRI experiment participants were instructed about the scanning

procedure and both tasks were explained. During the instruction

phase participants practiced the two tasks and received feedback.

The spatial language task was based on a sentence verification

paradigm. The trials consisted of a sequence of two auditorily

presented sentences (see Figure 1A). The experiment included four

sentence types with a spatial and non-spatial compound

preposition and compound adverb (left/right of, together with, taller/

smaller than and older/younger than). It is a matter of debate to what

extent conjunctions, such as together with, contain a spatial element.

Importantly, this type of sentence does not require imposing a

reference frame and setting a spatial template in order to allow for

an explicit comparison along a spatial dimension [47]. This is

precisely the type of contrast we were interested in.

The task was to judge whether or not the two sentences

described the same situation. All participants were instructed to

finish listening to the entire second sentence before responding as

quickly and as accurately as possible. Participants responded with

the thumb of their right hand on a MR-compatible pneumatic

response-box. They pressed the right button when they thought

the trial was correct, and the left button when the trial was

considered incorrect (see Table 2). There were three types of trials:

repetitions, reversals and catch trials (see Table 2). A repetition

trial consisted of two sentences in which the order of the two

names was identical. In a reversal trial the order of the two names

was different for the two sentences. Catch trials contained a third

name (i.e. not mentioned in the first sentence) in the second

sentence. The participants did not have to pay attention to the

different trial types, but only to the different sentence types, which

were separated in time by a short silent interval. There were 144

trials presented in blocks (15s) of two trials of one sentence type.

Each sentence type consisted of 36 trials, with 16 reversals, 16

repetitions and 4 catch trials. There were four sessions of 18

blocks. The inter-block interval varied between 6s and 9s. The

different sentence types were presented pseudo-randomly. No

feedback was given.

The verb generation task consisted of auditorily presented

nouns and participants had to covertly generate an associated verb

[32,40,41,48]. Since giving a verbal response during scanning

produces movement artifacts the participants were required to

only give a mental response. Therefore, no behavioral data were

collected.

The verb generation task consisted of three conditions: word,

nonword and rest. In the word condition participants heard a noun

and were instructed to covertly generate an associated verb. The

nonword condition consisted of trials with passive listening to

reversed speech. The sound-spectrum of regular words was

reversed with the program CoolEdit 2000 (www.cooledit.com).

In this condition the stimuli sounded like words, but had no

semantic interpretation, which was used as a control condition for

auditory input [49].

We used a block-design with 18 blocks of 10 trials of 2.8s, 6

blocks of each condition (word, nonword and rest), presented in

pseudorandom order. At the beginning of each block with sound

stimuli a beep was presented. A short beep indicated a block with

Table 1. Description of Early Blind participants.

Subject
number Occupation Education level Sex Handedness Age Etiology* Age of onset

1 Unemployed University f r 39 ROP 0

2 Translator Higher Education f a 35 ROP 0

3 Computer Programmer Higher Education m r 38 CG 0

4 Sports Masseuse Vocational Education f a 45 LCA 0

5 Office Assistant Higher Education f r 32 CG 0

6 Educator University m l 40 A 0

7 Unemployed Higher Education f l 31 LCA 0

8 Policy Worker University f l 30 LCA 0

9 Student Higher Education m l 19 LCA 0

10 Sales Person Higher Education m a 41 ROP 0

11 Student Higher Education m r 22 ND 0

12 Programmer Higher Education m l 49 B 4

13 Sound Technician Higher Education m r 53 ROP 0

*definitions of etiology: A = Anophthalmia, B = Buphtalmus, CG = Congenital Glaucoma, LCA = Leber’s Congenital Amaurosis, ND = Norrie Disease, ROP =
Retinopathy of Prematurity. Mean age Early Blind: 36.4669.80. Mean age Sighted Controls: 37.15611.16.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024253.t001
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words while a long beep indicated a block with non-words. No

feedback was given.

MR Data Acquisition
Scanning was performed with a 3.0T Philips Achieva scanner

using an eight-channel SENSE headcoil to acquire T2*-weighted

images with blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast.

We used the principles of echo shifting with a train of observations

(PRESTO) scanning sequence, combined with 2D-SENSE

acquisition. This sequence uses three dimensional imaging in

combination with a delayed echo read-out after the next RF pulse

[50]. Also, T2* acquisition was accelerated in 2 directions (2D-

SENSE) by skipping lines in K-space. Together this resulted in a

four-fold increase in imaging speed in PRESTO. PRESTO-

SENSE has been demonstrated to yield fast and reliable activation

for 1D-SENSE [51], and is even more sensitive than conventional

EPI when using 2D-SENSE [50]. An entire volume was acquired

in 500.3 ms (TE = 32.4 ms, TR = 21.75 ms, flip angle = 10u,
56664 acquisition matrix, 32 sagittal slices, isotropic voxels of

4 mm, FOV(ap,fh,rl) = 22462566128 mm and a SENSE factor

of 2 in the AP and 1.8 in the LR direction). Each scanning session

was preceded by ten dummy volumes in order to accomplish

steady state transversal magnetization.

The spatial language task consisted of four sessions of 800

volumes each. After the final session a reference-scan was

acquired, with a flip angle of 25u, but otherwise identical to the

PRESTO-SENSE functional MRI images. Due to the increased

flip angle this image had slightly more anatomical contrast and

was used for coregistration with the anatomical scan. After the

spatial language task a T1-weighted anatomical scan was acquired

(TE = 4.6 ms, TR = 9.86, flip angle = 8u, 2246224 acquisition

matrix, 160 coronal slices, voxel size = 0.87560.87561 mm and

FOV(ap,fh,rl) = 22461606168 mm). During the anatomical scan

the participants could rest.

The same PRESTO-SENSE sequence was used to acquire T2*-

weighted images with blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)

contrast. The verb generation task consisted of one session of 1024

volumes. After the task another reference scan with slightly more

anatomical contrast was collected.

Data Analysis
Behavioral Data. For each participant individual mean

reaction times and performance scores in the spatial language

task were collected. Group analyses were performed with SPSS

(SPSS for Windows, Rel. 14.0.2. 2006. Chicago: SPSS Inc.).

Behavioral data were analyzed with a 2626262 mixed Analysis

of Variance (ANOVA). Space (spatial/non-spatial), Category

(compound preposition/compound adverb) and Trial Type

(repetition or reversal) were the within-subject factors and Group

(blind or sighted) was the between-subject factor. The catch trials

were excluded from the analysis: they were included (11%) to keep

participants alert and to make sure they paid attention to both

names mentioned in the sentence. The results reported below

show the effects for correct answers with a significance level of

p#0.05. When pairwise comparisons were tested the significance

level was corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni

method. SPSS multiplies the p-value with the Bonferroni

multiplier instead of dividing a by the Bonferroni multiplier.

However, the results are equal and we will denote the Bonferroni

corrected p-values by pB.

Since the verb generation task required participants to covertly

generate associated verbs there were no behavioral data which

were analyzed.

Functional Imaging Data. Imaging data were analyzed with

SPM5 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, Institute of

Neurology, London, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/

spm5/) and the MarsBaR toolbox for SPM5 (http://marsbar.

sourceforge.net/) running under Matlab (R2007b, The Math

Works, Inc., Natick, MA). Preprocessing included coregistration

and realignment. The anatomical scan was segmented and spatially

normalized with medium regularization (0.01). The spatial

normalization parameters from the ‘unified segmentation’ routine

Table 2. Five different options for sentence 2 in relation to
sentence 1.

Sentence Option
(e.g. S1 is ‘Fien taller than Max’) Trial Type

Correct
Response

Relation and position of names identical Repetition yes

S2: ‘Fien taller than Max’

Relation changed and position of names
identical

Repetition no

S2: ‘Fien smaller than Max’

Relation and position of names changed Reversal yes

S2: ‘Max smaller than Fien’

Relation identical and position of names
changed

Reversal no

S2: ‘Max taller than Fien’

Introduction of a third name Catch no

S2: ‘Fien taller than Stein’

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024253.t002

Figure 1. Example of a trial and behavioral results (RTs) from
the spatial language task. (A) An example of a single trial in the
spatial language task. Each trial starts with a beep and consists of two
spoken sentences and a response interval. In this situation the response
was affirmative. (B) Mean reaction time and standard errors in ms on the
different sentence types, collapsed for blind and sighted participants.
Significant (p,.05) effects for Space and Category are marked with **.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024253.g001

Spatial Language Processing in the Blind
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were used to normalize all functional scans [52,53], which were then

spatially smoothed with a kernel of 8 mm FWHM.

First level statistics was performed for each participant

individually. A high-pass filter with a cutoff period of 128s was

applied to remove low frequency fluctuations. The model for the

spatial sentence comprehension task contained 62 regressors. The

design matrix consisted of eight regressors (Space 6 Category 6
repetition and reversal trials), three or four nuisance-regressors for

the sporadic catch-trials in each session and three additional

nuisance-regressors for each session to filter out a very systematic

scanner-related oscillation in a very narrow frequency band

exactly at 0.5 Hz. Each functional regressor was convolved with a

hemodynamic response function.

Using a general linear model the parameter estimates were

calculated for all brain voxels. Several effects, mentioned below,

were tested by means of linear contrasts between the parameter

estimates for different conditions. These contrast images were then

passed to a second-level analysis, to model any group effects.

The contrast of interest in the spatial language task were: (i)

general language and reorganization effects: task activation . rest

and (ii) specific language effects: (a) left/right . together, (b) spatial

(left/right and taller/smaller) . non-spatial (together and older/younger).

Spatial prepositions can be divided into directional prepositions

indicating a change in direction, and locative or relational

prepositions, describing relations between objects [54]. Here we

extend the relational aspect of spatial prepositions. The distinction

between spatial and non-spatial might not be as straightforward as

assumed. The three sentence types left/right of, taller/smaller than and

older/younger than can all be represented on an imaginary axis. Left/

right can be ordered on a horizontal axis, taller/smaller on a vertical

axis and older/younger on a horizontal time line. The control

condition together with does not automatically generate such a line

analogy. Therefore, we included a third contrast (c) relational .

together to test this analogy (for the (a), (b) and (c) contrasts the

results for repetition and reversal trials were collapsed). In a fourth

contrast we tested the difference between (d) reversal . repetition.

In order to determine the differences between the blind and

sighted we performed two-sample t-tests at the second level with a

contrast between blind and sighted individuals. The commonal-

ities between the two groups were tested by means of a

conjunction analysis that tested the conjunction null hypothesis

over two orthogonal contrasts [55,56]. P-values were adjusted for

the search volume using random field theory and inferences were

drawn at the cluster level (details are explained below). The null

distribution for the minimum statistic was based on two statistics.

This enabled us to infer a conjunction of activation in an area in

both blind and sighted groups [55].

We report the results of a random effects analysis, with

inferences drawn at the cluster level. P-values were corrected

for multiple comparisons by combining a p,0.001 voxel-level

threshold with a cluster extend threshold to obtain a p,0.05

whole-brain corrected significance level [57]. For the specific

language effects a small volume correction was applied [58]. This

procedure constrained our search space to a spherical region of

interest (ROI) in the left SMG (a radius of 10mm around 236,

248, 40 MNI coordinates, based on the coordinates from the peak

voxel of a significant cluster of 18 voxels reported by Noordzij

et al. [4]).

The model of the verb generation task consisted of two

regressors for the word and nonword condition and three additional

nuisance-regressors to filter out a very systematic scanner-related

oscillation in a very narrow frequency band exactly at 0.5 Hz. The

two functional regressors were convolved with a hemodynamic

response function.

The contrast of interest in the verb generation task was the

analysis: word . nonword. In order to determine the differences

between the blind and the sighted we performed a two-sample t-test

at the second level with a contrast between blind and sighted

individuals. The commonalities between the two groups were tested

by means of a conjunction analysis. We report the results of a

random effects analysis, with inferences drawn at the cluster level,

with similar correction applied as in the spatial language task.

Results

Spatial Language Task
Behavioral Data. The behavioral data indicated that

participants performed very accurately on the spatial language

task (.90% correct trials). A 2(Space) 62(Category) 62(Trial

Types) 62(Group) mixed ANOVA on the percentage of correct

trials, revealed no group differences between the blind and sighted

participants (F(1,24) ,1). There was a significant main effect of

Space. Participants performed slightly better on the non-spatial

sentences (97%61.0 correct), compared to the spatial sentences

(96%61.1 correct, F(1,24) = 4.38, p = .047). There was also a

significant main effect of Trial Type. Participants made slightly,

but significantly, more errors on the reversal sentences (95%61.5

correct), compared to the repetition sentences (98%6.7 correct,

F(1,24) = 7.19, p = .01).

The behavioral results on the mean response times are shown in

Figure 1B. There was a significant main effect of Space (F(1,24)

= 18.24, p,.001), Category (F(1,24) = 6.73, p,.016), and Trial

Type (F(1,24) = 15.95, p = .001). The interaction between

Category and Trial Type was also significant (F(1,24) = 5.61,

p = .026). Pairwise comparisons between repetitions and reversals

for both categories showed that participants evaluated repetitions

significantly faster than reversals in all conditions (prepositions:

t(11) = 22.88, pB = .008, adverbs: t(11) = 23.51, pB = .002), but

the difference was larger for adverbs than prepositions.

Although there was no main effect of Group (F(1,24) ,1), the

interaction between Group and Trial Type was significant (F(1,24)

= 5.85, p = .026). Further analysis indicated that blind participants

were significantly slower on reversal than repetition sentences (t(11)

= 24.53, pB,.001), while the sighted participants were equally fast on

both sentence types (t(11) = 21.11, pB = .276).

Spatial Language Task
Functional Imaging Data. The neuroimaging results focus on

four main contrasts in the spatial language task. The general task

activation was analyzed by means of a whole brain conjunction

analysis on the contrast task activation . rest. The network of significant

activation in blind and sighted comprised bilateral parietal areas,

bilateral thalamus, right cerebellum and right lingual gyrus (see

Table 3 for details and Figure 2 for a visual representation).

Further analyses were based on a previous fMRI study in sighted

individuals [4]. For the contrast spatial preposition left/right versus

non-spatial preposition together an ROI conjunction analysis was

performed which resulted in a significant cluster of activation in both

blind and sighted individuals in the left SMG (T-threshold = 2.6,

spatial extent threshold: .5 voxels, peak voxel MNI coordinates:

236, 248, 44, Z-score = 2.80, cluster size: 6 voxels, see Figure 3A).

We thus replicated the findings by Noordzij et al. [4] and extended

them to blind participants. The present study aimed to investigate the

specificity of this finding by adding a spatial and non-spatial adverb to

the stimulus set. The ROI conjunction analysis on the spatial . non-

spatial contrast did not yield any significant results.

However, as stated before, the sentence type older/younger can be

considered spatial when represented on a horizontal axis. One can

Spatial Language Processing in the Blind
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imagine comparing ages of people on a timeline, which, as space,

can be represented by a canonical axis. We therefore analyzed the

contrast between relational sentence types (left/right, taller/smaller

and older/younger) and the non-relational sentence type together. The

conjunction analysis on this relational . together contrast also

revealed a significant cluster in both blind and sighted individuals

in the left SMG (T-threshold = 2.6, spatial extent threshold: .5

voxels, peak voxel MNI coordinates: 236, 248, 44, Z-score

= 3.20, cluster size: 15 voxels, see Figure 3B).

The regression parameters of the left SMG for all four sentence

types (Figure 3C), in both the blind and sighted participants, were

higher for sentences in which an evaluation about a relation (left/

right, taller/smaller or older/younger) was required than for sentences

in which only the correspondence of the two names had to be

verified (a sentence with together).

The behavioral results showed that the responses of blind

participants were significantly slower for reversals than

repetitions, while the sighted participants responded equally

fast to both. However, there was no significant difference in

activation in the left SMG between the reversals and

repetitions for both blind and sighted individuals, nor for the

blind in particular.

Apart from commonalities the differences between blind and

sighted were also analyzed to determine the level of reorganiza-

tion. For the whole-brain analysis on the general contrast task

activation . rest we found a significantly higher activation for the

blind compared to the sighted individuals in the left middle

occipital gyrus and right cuneus (see Figure 3D for details). There

were no significantly greater activations in the sighted, compared

to the blind. Furthermore, there were no general task activation

differences between blind and sighted, tested in both directions, in

the left SMG.

Verb Generation Task
Functional Imaging Data. The verb generation task was

included in order to determine the level of reorganization for

general language processing. A conjunction analysis between the

blind and sighted participants on the contrast word . nonword

revealed those areas that are specific to generating verbs. In blind

and sighted participants covert language generation activated

bilateral language areas, including the inferior frontal gyrus and

middle temporal gyrus also known as Broca’s and Wernicke’s area

respectively (see Table 4 for details). Further significant activation

was found bilaterally in the cerebellum and the supplementary

motor area as well as the left precentral gyrus. These latter areas

are involved in the covert generation of the words [59,60].

The differences between blind and sighted participants were

found mainly in the occipital cortex (see Figure 4A for details). The

left cuneus and bilateral middle occipital gyrus showed signifi-

cantly higher activation for blind compared to sighted participants.

In the right hemisphere the activation of the middle occipital gyrus

extended slightly into the middle temporal gyrus.

Reorganization
The word . nonword contrast in the verb generation task revealed

reorganized areas in the blind, similar to what has been previously

found [41,48]. The functional result from the verb generation task was

used to define an ROI for further analysis on the reorganization within

the spatial language task. For the general contrast task activation . rest we

found a significantly higher activation for the blind compared to the

sighted individuals in the left middle occipital gyrus (T-threshold = 3.5,

spatial extent threshold: .5 voxels, peak voxel MNI coordinates: 248,

276, 4, Z-score = 4.52, cluster size: 31 voxels) and left cuneus (T-

threshold = 3.5, spatial extent threshold: .5 voxels, peak voxel MNI

coordinates: 216, 284, 28, Z-score = 3.92, cluster size: 7 voxels, see

Figure 4B for details). The reorganized areas did not show a

modulation for the left/right . together contrast, neither for the spatial

. non-spatial contrast, nor for the relational . together contrast.

Interestingly, the contrast reversal . repetition did show significant

activation within the reorganized areas in the blind. The activation was

found in the left middle occipital gyrus (T-threshold = 3.5, spatial

extent threshold: .5 voxels, peak voxel MNI coordinates: 248, 276,

4, Z-score = 4.55, cluster size: 14 voxels) and left lingual gyrus (peak

voxel MNI coordinates: 232, 272, 212, Z-score = 4.38, cluster size:

51 voxels, see Figure 4C). This finding suggests that the reorganized

areas are involved in processing information with a higher linguistic

load, which has been reported before.

For example, Amedi et al. [48] showed that superior verbal

memory is correlated with occipital cortex activation, while Van der

Lubbe et al. [61] have shown that superior duration discrimination

abilities were related to enhanced occipital negativity in the blind,

during an electroencephalogram (EEG) experiment. We performed

a correlation analysis on the spatial language data in order to test

this explanation. For each blind participant the number of

significantly activated voxels, within the verb generation ROI, on

the contrast task activation . rest was counted. There was a significant

negative correlation between the number of activated voxels in the

reorganized area and the difference in reaction time between

Table 3. Spatial language general task activation compared
to rest common to blind and sighted subjects.

Region Cluster
Peak
voxel

MNI coordinates
(mm)

Size Z-score x y z

R cerebellum 472 5.97 32 252 228

5.51 20 255 220

5.19 12 260 216

L postcentral gyrus 655 5.96 236 228 52

L inferior parietal lobule 5.82 236 252 52

L supplementary motor area 5.71 0 4 56

R superior temporal gyrus 136 5.64 52 224 0

5.15 52 236 4

5.05 52 212 4

L superior temporal gyrus 373 5.42 256 216 0

L insula 5.40 236 16 4

L superior temporal gyrus 5.10 252 4 212

R thalamus 192 5.37 12 216 8

5.04 12 228 24

L thalamus 4.98 212 216 0

R precentral gyrus 112 5.16 48 4 44

5.03 36 212 60

4.89 28 24 52

R postcentral gyrus 102 5.01 44 228 44

4.95 36 232 44

R inferior parietal lobule 4.47 36 255 48

R inferior frontal gyrus 16 5.16 32 20 4

R lingual gyrus 15 4.71 4 276 4

4.51 12 272 12

L = left, R = right. T-threshold = 4.20, spatial extent threshold: .10 voxels.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024253.t003
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reversals and repetitions (r(11) = 2.54, p = .03, see Figure 4D). This

means that blind participants who were better at the reversal trials,

i.e. responded equally fast to reversals and repetitions, were most

likely to have a higher level of reorganization.

Discussion

The aim of this study was to determine whether spatial

language is represented in a supramodal representation in the

left SMG that does not require visual experience to develop its

functionality. Sustained activation in the left SMG in blind and

sighted participants during an auditory spatial language task

supported a supramodal representation of spatial language. In

addition, the verb generation task further established the

reorganized cortical areas in the blind. Activation in reorga-

nized visual cortical areas in the blind was not associated with

specific spatial processing. However, this activation did have

functional relevance because it increased with higher linguistic

load.

Besides differences in the occipital lobe most of the activated

areas were similar in the blind and sighted individuals. The large

language network that was revealed in the verb generation task

Figure 2. fMRI results from the spatial language task, commonalities between blind and sighted. Network of general task related
activation in blind and sighted during the spatial language task. A whole brain conjunction analysis of the contrast task activation . rest.
T-threshold = 4.2, spatial extent threshold: .10 voxels.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024253.g002
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indicated that reorganization in the blind was limited to the

occipital areas. This finding was supported by the large network

found in the spatial language task for both blind and sighted as

well. The overlapping result in the left SMG during the spatial

language task also supports this notion. The present study used an

auditory presentation and extends the finding by Noordzij et al.

[4] on the contrast left/right . together.

Noordzij et al. [4] used a visual paradigm with verbal and visual-

spatial contexts. In their study the left SMG was activated regardless

of the nature of the visual stimulus. The first stimulus was always a

sentence while the second stimulus could be another sentence or a

picture. Noordzij et al. analyzed activation related to the second

stimulus separately and found sustained left SMG activation for

both types of second stimuli. In contrast, the behavioral results

Figure 3. fMRI results from the spatial language task, commonalities and differences between blind and sighted. (A) ROI conjunction
analysis of the contrast left/right . together showing a significant cluster of activation in the blind and sighted individuals. T-threshold = 2.6, spatial
extent threshold: .5 voxels, peak voxel MNI coordinates: 236, 248, 44, Z-score = 2.80, cluster size: 6 voxels. (B) ROI conjunction analysis of the
contrast relational (left/right, taller/smaller and older/younger) . together showing a significant cluster of activation in the blind and sighted
individuals. T-threshold = 2.6, spatial extent threshold: .5 voxels, peak voxel MNI coordinates: 236, 248, 44, Z-score = 3.20, cluster size: 15 voxels.
(C) The average parameter estimates (ß) for the functional ROI of the left SMG from the contrast relational . together. The dark gray bars indicate the
parameter estimates for the blind and the light gray for the sighted individuals. The error bars denote the standard error of mean. (D) Difference
between blind and sighted individuals for the contrast task activation . rest in the spatial language task. T-threshold = 4.2, spatial extent threshold:
.10 voxels. A cluster of 23 voxels: middle occipital gyrus (peak voxel MNI coordinates: 248, 280, 4, Z-score = 4.66). A cluster of 10 voxels: cuneus
(peak voxel MNI coordinates: 24, 280, 32, Z-score = 4.17).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024253.g003
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revealed that participants responded significantly faster to pictures

compared to sentences indicating that sighted participants used a

spatial representation that was most likely visual, to compare a

spatial sentence to a picture [4,62]. If the activation found in the left

SMG had been due to linguistic processing of spatial sentences, then

no sustained activation for the second stimulus, in particular the

picture, should have been found. Instead the maintained activation

found in the left SMG for both verbal and visual-spatial context

might support a supramodal representation of spatial information.

Interestingly, the auditory paradigm in the current study

generated left SMG activation similar to the visual paradigm used

by Noordzij and colleagues. Moreover, while there were subtle

behavioral differences between the blind and sighted participants,

the blind also activated the left SMG and the behavioral differences

were not correlated to left SMG activation. The results from the

conjunction analysis are based on the conjunction null hypothesis

stating that the effect was present in both groups. This analysis does

not tell us whether the activation in both groups is actually similar.

However, the presence of left SMG activation in the blind is a strong

indication that it is not related to visual processing. In order to verify

that the activation in the left SMG is indeed supramodal a visual

and auditory paradigm should be combined in a single experiment

with sighted individuals. The results from the current experiment

imply that the activation in the left SMG does not depend on visual

experience, nor on the nature of the stimulus or the sensory input

channel being used, but rather suggests a superordinate level of

processing with maintained traces to the input modality and thus is

associated with the supramodal representation of spatial terms.

Importantly, the activation of the left SMG in the blind

participants, who have never received visual input, demonstrates

that visual experience is not a prerequisite for developing a

supramodal representation of spatial information. This finding is

in line with recent findings on object and spatial processing in

cortical areas that were previously thought to be involved in

encoding visual information only [8–10,25,63]. For example, the

motion-sensitive middle temporal cortex (hMT+) not only

responds to optic flow, but also to tactile flow, auditory movement

or movement per se [42,64,65]. More recently, a supramodal

sensory representation has also been found for the mirror system.

This supramodal mirror system develops without access to visual

experience and allows blind individuals to interact effectively with

the world around them [66].

The findings discussed above suggest that vision is not crucial to

build up these supramodal representations, but an interesting

question that remains is whether automatic transfer to the visual

modality is possible. Several case-studies on congenitally blind

patients with restored vision reported that they had profound

difficulties with visual perception [67,68]. They were able to

distinguish between objects, but could not identify them. In order

to ‘tell’ what the object was, the new visual input had to be matched to

the established supramodal representation. In a recent match-to-

sample experiment performance was poor when subjects with

restored vision had to visually match a haptically explored object

[69]. Although there was no direct transfer of spatial information,

mapping of the visual input to the supramodal representation

developed rapidly. This suggests that vision is not a prerequisite for

building up spatial representations, but a certain degree of calibration

of the visual system is needed before the link between the visual input

and the supramodal representation can be established.

In addition to replicating the left/right . together contrast from

Noordzij et al. [4] the relational . together contrast also showed

significant activation in the left SMG. Space and time are closely

related, as described by the Metaphoric Mapping Theory [2,70–

73], which states that spatial schemas and temporal schemas share

a relational, basic spatial structure. This allows organization of

temporal concepts. Santiago et al. [73] have shown that there

exists a space-time conceptual metaphor along a mental time line:

left-past and right-future. Accordingly, the temporal sentence type

older/younger than, used in the current study, could also have been

analyzed within a quasi-spatial schema along a mental time line.

As a result there were three relational sentence types which

ordered information along a canonical axis. We suggest that the

left SMG might be involved in the discrimination of information

ordered along a canonical axis, instead of being selectively

involved in processing spatial prepositions.

The current study tested brain activation in two very different

tasks. One might wonder why it is relevant to include the verb

generation task. As mentioned in the introduction we were

interested in the functional reorganization of the occipital cortex

especially during the spatial language task. A recent review by

Kriegeskorte et al. [74] explained the possible problems of using

the same data for selection and selective analysis, i.e. using the

difference between blind and sighted on the task activation . rest

contrast in the spatial language task to determine the ROI for

testing the relational . together contrast could yield distortions and

invalid statistics. The verb generation task, however, is inherently

independent of the spatial language task. As such it was useful as a

localizer for language related areas in the blind and provided an

independent ROI which allowed for further analysis of occipital

cortex activation in the spatial language task.

There is a large body of literature on the application of the

covert verb generation task and it has proven to elicit robust

language related activity as well as reveal occipital areas that have

been subjected to reorganization in the blind [32,40,41,48,75-77].

Table 4. Verb generation general language processing
effects common to blind and sighted subjects.

Region Cluster
Peak
voxel MNI coordinates (mm)

Size Z-score x y z

Supplementary motor area 127 5.40 0 0 60

4.69 0 16 44

4.53 12 0 68

R Cerebellum 34 4.84 32 264 224

4.67 40 260 228

L inferior frontal gyrus 123 4.83 248 16 24

4.68 220 12 4

4.52 252 16 4

L precentral gyrus 21 4.82 248 24 48

R inferior frontal gyrus 48 4.65 36 24 4

4.51 48 16 24

L middle temporal gyrus 33 4.46 252 236 0

4.42 256 224 0

L superior temporal gyrus 4.08 260 252 8

L cerebellum 36 4.31 240 256 224

4.24 236 248 224

4.08 232 260 224

R cerebellum 22 4.28 12 268 216

3.92 8 260 28

L = left, R = right. T-threshold = 4.20, spatial extent threshold: .10 voxels.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024253.t004
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The results from the verb generation task verified that the blind

activated classical language areas, similar to the sighted partici-

pants. Importantly, the blind also showed additional language

related activity in the occipital cortex for two very different tasks:

the verb generation and the spatial sentence comprehension task.

This constitutes further evidence of reorganization of the occipital

cortex and adds to the established body of literature on

reorganization. There is an increasing amount of evidence that

the reorganization of the occipital cortex is functionally relevant

and involved in the processing of language processing, Braille

reading, spatial imagery and tactile discrimination

[24,30,38,39,44,61,78,79].

Figure 4. fMRI results from the verb generation task and reorganization analysis. (A) Difference between blind and sighted individuals for
the contrast word . nonword in the verb generation task. T-threshold = 4.2, spatial extent threshold: .10 voxels. Left cluster of 195 voxels: middle
occipital gyrus (peak voxel MNI coordinates: 248, 276, 4, Z-score = 4.86); cuneus (peak voxel MNI coordinates: 248, 276, 4, Z-score = 4.86). Right
cluster of 94 voxels: middle temporal gyrus (peak voxel MNI coordinates: 56, 256, 4, Z-score = 4.83); middle occipital gyrus (peak voxel MNI
coordinates: 40, 260, 28, Z-score = 4.34). (B) Difference between blind and sighted individuals for the contrast task activation . rest in the spatial
language task within the verb generation ROI. T-threshold = 3.5, spatial extent threshold: .5 voxels. A cluster of 31 voxels: middle occipital gyrus
(peak voxel MNI coordinates: 248, 276, 4, Z-score = 4.52). A cluster of 7 voxels: cuneus (peak voxel MNI coordinates: 216, 284, 28, Z-score = 3.92).
(C) Difference between blind and sighted individuals for the contrast reversal . repetition in the spatial language task within the verb generation ROI.
T-threshold = 3.5, spatial extent threshold: .5 voxels. A cluster of 14 voxels: the left middle occipital gyrus (peak voxel MNI coordinates: 248, 276, 4,
Z-score = 4.55, cluster size: 14 voxels) A cluster of 51 voxels: left lingual gyrus (peak voxel MNI coordinates: 232, 272, 212, Z-score = 4.38, cluster
size: 51 voxels. (D) Correlation between the number of activated voxels in the reorganized occipital lobe in the blind and the difference in RT (ms)
between reversals and repetitions (r(11) = 2.54, p = .03).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0024253.g004
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Based on the somatotopic reorganization found by Kupers et al.

[44] we hypothesized that the reorganized occipital cortex of the

blind might also be specifically suitable for processing language

pertaining to space. Our results do not support this idea. The

reorganized areas did not show a modulation for the spatial or

relational conditions. Interestingly, we did find a significant

difference between the blind and sighted individuals in the

occipital cortex for the contrast reversal . repetition. The left middle

occipital gyrus showed an increased activation for reversals in the

blind. This might be related to the behavioral difference that blind

participants responded slower to reversal trials than repetition

trials, while this difference was absent in the sighted individuals.

The reversal trials have a higher linguistic complexity since the

relation between the persons was changed, but the situation

described could still be the same (e.g. ‘‘Max left of Wies’’ and

‘‘Wies right of Max’’). The activation in the left middle occipital

gyrus could therefore be associated with processing linguistically

more complex information in the blind. A negative correlation

between the level of reorganization in the blind and their

performance on linguistically more complex trials suggests this

functional role. Participants with larger activity in the reorganized

visual cortex responded more equally to reversal and repetition

trials.

A possible explanation for the fact that the sighted participants

responded equally fast to both reversal and repetition trials is that

they used a visual-spatial strategy to solve the task. In contrast, the

blind participants might rely more on a verbal strategy, which is

more sensitive to linguistic complexity [62,80]. If the blind were

not relying on a spatial representation, but rather were solving the

task using a propositional representation this would have resulted

in distinct activation patterns for the blind and sighted. On the

contrary, the large network of activation was very similar for both

groups. The only significant differences were found in the occipital

cortex, as explained above. Alternatively, the left SMG could be a

linguistic node representing spatial prepositions, as such it would

be sensitive to linguistic complexity. It should be noted here that

no differences in activation between reversal and repetition trials

were found within the left SMG. Thus, the linguistic complexity

did not modulate the left SMG activation. Even with a possible

difference in strategy between blind and sighted, both groups

showed significant and comparable activation in the left SMG.

This further strengthens the idea that a supramodal representation

may underlie spatial language processing. Moreover, the concept

of a supramodal representation does not exclude possible

differences in strategy, such as previously found by Vanlierde et

al. [24,26] and described in the introduction. Rather it focuses on

the common underlying types of information, such as spatial

information elements.

In conclusion, the present study offers further insights in the

patterns of brain activation underlying spatial language processing.

We found that during language processing in general the blind and

sighted individuals activate a highly similar network. In addition

the blind participants also showed activation in the reorganized

occipital cortex. This reorganization activity was also found in the

spatial language task, and was modulated by linguistic complexity.

There thus seems to be a functional relevance of the reorganized

areas; they support processing of linguistically more complex trials.

However, within these regions there is no further distinction for a

particular semantic category, in this case spatial relations.

Importantly, the left SMG appears particularly involved in parsing

relational terms ordered along a single dimension. The finding

that blind participants also activate the left SMG when processing

relational terms is very interesting since it implies that the role of

the SMG is hard-wired. Regardless of visual experience, the left

SMG supports the supramodal representation of spatial and other

dimensional relations in language.
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